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1INTRODUCTION

1.1 the focus

In the present dissertation, mainly based on the standardization database collected during
the adaptation process of a computerized reading battery (3DM), I will focus on how to
measure word-level reading/spelling and related cognitive skills, and on how to interpret
given aspects of reading development from a psychological viewpoint. Speci�cally, the
dissertation is divided into two main parts. In the �rst part I will present modern test
theoretical procedures, whose novelty lies in the application of item-based response times.
In the second part I will introduce a new approach reconsidering the mainstream view
of cognitive reading development, especially the role of phoneme awareness.�e link
between the two parts is ensured by the test battery (3DM) and by the emphasis on speed
as performance measure.

1.2 literature review : cognitive indicators of reading and spelling

1.2.1 A short summary of reading development

Modern orthographies encode spoken language, not meaning (Perfetti and Dunlap, 2008).
�is means one has to learn what elements of the spoken language (phonological code)
the abstract visual symbols and their relations in a given orthography (orthographic code)
refer to. Considering only alphabetical languages, in the �rst step a child has to recognize
that letters encode speech sounds (alphabetical principle), and the acquisition of letter-
speech sound associations must begin. �is paves the road to phonological recoding
(Ziegler and Goswami, 2005).
Phonological recoding is necessary, but not su�cient to become a skilled reader.�e

most prominent and admirable feature of skilled reading is the ease, �uency and auto-
matism of visual word recognition.�is suggests the existence of internal orthographic
representations of words, and automatic access to them.
Less is known about how orthographic representations develop.�e self-teaching hypo-

thesis (Share, 2008b), the most in�uential in this �eld, states that phonological recoding
functions as a self-teaching mechanism in the acquisition of orthographic representations.
Share argues against the traditional, stage- or phase-basedmodels of reading development,
and favours an item-based shi� from laborious recoding to e�ortless recognition instead.
Assuming a child reached aminimal level of phonological recoding skill, each time he uses
this skill to recode (un)familiar words, there is a chance to build up associations between
the phonological and orthographic codes.�is way the development of phonological
recoding and orthographic learning are not cascaded but parallel processes.
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2 introduction

1.2.2 Phonological awareness

Being embedded in spoken language, the success of reading acquisition might be determ-
ined by one’s knowledge of phonological features of the spoken language, more speci�cally
by the level of one’s phonological awareness. Phonological awareness refers to the ability
to recognize, identify and manipulate any phonological units (syllables, onsets/rimes,
phonemes) within a word (Ziegler and Goswami, 2005).
As Castles and Coltheart (2004) convincingly argued, even though phonological aware-

ness clearly relates to reading performance, its causal role in reading development can be
disputed. It is only phoneme awareness (PA) that plays a unique, signi�cant role in reading
development (i. e. not phonological awareness in general), but PA is more the consequence
of, than the prerequisite for reading acquisition. In addition, serious concerns were raised
about the commonly accepted, but scarcely tested hypothesis, which assumes a facilitatory
e�ect of PA on the acquisition of letter-sound associations (Blomert and Willems, 2010;
Castles et al, 2009).
In order to avoid any dilemma which surrounds the causal role of PA and all other

reading related cognitive functions, we will use the term indicator for all skills or abilities
to be introduced in this section. Indicator simply means that the level of the given latent
construct or manifest variable carries information about concurrent reading/spelling
performance.

1.2.3 Rapid automatized naming (RAN)

Rapid naming of overlearned items has also got much attention besides PA. In the original
version of this task (colour RAN), a sheet of 50 coloured squares (�lled with 5 di�erent
colours in random order) were exposed to the participants, whose task was to name
the colours as fast as possible. Later Denckla and Rudel (1974) developed other versions
replacing the colours by letters, digits (these two are called alphanumeric RAN) and
drawing of objects. Especially alphanumeric RAN has been proven to be a sensitive
indicator of reading problems.

1.2.4 �e role of letter-speech sound association (LS)

Letter knowledge (LK) is commonly referred to as the ability to recognize a letter associated
with a given speech sound and a speech sound associated with a given letter, and to
reproduce these mappings.�is knowledge forms the basis of early reading development
and is the best predictor of it (see Bowey, 2005), especially if PA is also considered.
Letter knowledge and automatic letter-speech sound association (LS) are not synonyms

(for a review see Blomert and Froyen, 2010), the latter taking years to develop (contrary to
the former).�at is, knowing the name of letter “b” does not imply that 1) a child recognizes
that letter “b” in the written word “bee” corresponds to the speech sound “b” in the spoken
word “bee”, and 2) seeing the letter “b” automatically activates the corresponding sound
“b”, both of which are necessary prerequisites for rapid, automatic phonological recoding.
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1.2.5 Orthographic processing skills

Share (2008b, p. 43.) added an important remark to the self-teaching hypothesis cited in
the �rst section: “. . .decoding skill creates opportunities for self-teaching but does not
guarantee that orthographic learning will take place. Over and above the ability to decode
unfamiliar words, there exist individual di�erences in the speed and accuracy with which
word-speci�c (and general orthographic) knowledge is assimilated.”
�ere exist various de�nitions for orthographic processing abilities (Castles and Nation,

2006): it can be conceived as the ability to form, store and access orthographic represent-
ations, or by focusing on the content of representations, it can be seen as orthographic
knowledge (including the knowledge of possible letter patterns in the given orthography,
the possible sequence of letters, or the speci�c orthographic form of a word).

1.2.6 Moderator variables in reading development

�ere is a large inter-study variance in the quanti�ed importance of previously listed
indicators. So the question arises: are there factors which – besides incidental direct e�ects
– play a moderator role in reading development, that is, consistently in�uence (moderate)
the relationships between the indicators and reading measures?
School age and orthographic consistency are such factors. Above those factors, the

nature of appliedmeasures shall be also considered in the interpretation of research results,
particularly whether accuracy or speed measures were taken.

Orthographic consistency

�e investigated (alphabetical) languages di�er notably in the level of mutual congruence
of letters and speech sounds – the consistency of orthography. In consistent – or shallow –
orthographies (for example Hungarian) letters consistently map onto the same speech
sounds and speech sounds are consistently written by the same letters, that is, letter-speech
sound pairings do not depend on the context, contrary to the inconsistent – or deep –
orthographies (for example English).
Orthographic consistency heavily in�uences the rate of reading acquisition. For example

Seymour, Aro and Erskine (2003) reported a word reading accuracy well above 90% in �rst
grade children in most of the participating countries (characterised by high orthographic
consistency), approximately 75% in French, Portuguese and Danish samples, but only 34%
among Scottish (English speaking) children. Share (2008a) argued that the dominance
of research focusing on the atypical English orthography resulted in the investigation
of possibly irrelevant or misleading questions instead of studying universally important
characteristics of reading development. For example the role of reading accuracy, and
generally of accuracy, is by far over-represented, although speed is a more valid and
reliable measure of performance.
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Empirical evidences on the moderator role of school age and orthographic consistency

�e results of relevant cross-linguistic studies (e. g. Patel, Snowling and de Jong, 2004;
Georgiou et al, in press; Furnes and Samuelsson, 2011) and the results of comparing
longitudinal uni-linguistic reports can be summarized as follows:

1. English and non-English speaking school children follow a partially di�erent devel-
opmental path, but initially, the level of maturity and �exibility of the phonological
system and the developing automaticity of grapheme-phoneme association mech-
anisms play a decisive role in all languages.

2. Automaticity emerges earlier and the rapid access to lexicalized orthographic units
develops faster in shallow orthographies.�e relevance of accuracy measures starts
to fade earlier, and – due to the generally high level of accuracy – speed meas-
ures sooner become the more valid and relevant measure of reading and indicator
skills/abilities. In line with this, the indicator role of RAN gains more support.

3. Reading development shall be conceived rather as the parallel (though eventually
shi�ed) development of di�erent processing pathways and not as a series of strictly
cascaded stages or well separable phases.

4. �ere has been only a handful of systematic cross-linguistic studies conducted in
which universal1 aspects of reading development were placed in the foreground
instead of an accuracy-focused, anglocentric view.

1.2.7 �e relation of reading and spelling

Spelling is considered the close relative of reading, a view which is clearly supported by
the high correlation between reading and spelling performance (see the meta-analysis
of Swanson et al, 2003).�is relationship might be attributable to the supposedly same
representations underlying anti-parallel processes: in case of reading, the phonological
representation of a word is accessed via the orthographic representation, while during
writing the orthographic representation is reproduced starting from the phonological
representation.
However, the rate of development and the pattern of spelling-indicator relationships do

only party overlap between spelling and reading. An important di�erence is that unlike
reading, later spelling performance is signi�cantly predicted in nearly all orthographies
by the level of PA, LK and LS even a�er controlling for autoregressor e�ects (see e.g.
Caravolas, 2004), while the role of RAN as an indicator is inconsistent and usually not
signi�cant.

1 At least in the context of alphabetic languages.



2THESES

2.1 methodology and test theory

�e psychometric practice focuses on accuracy at the expense of neglecting speed.�is
does not hold to the 3DM reading battery, which has been recently adapted to Hungarian,
and measures item-level response times in various tasks, for example in those of spelling
and PA.

thesis i/1. A�er appropriate data-cleansing, item-level response times not only help us
to estimate the latent speed of an examinee but to enhance the accuracy of latent
accuracy estimates (section 3.2.).

thesis i/2. Some tasks of the 3DM-H (the Hungarian adaptation of 3DM) could be
transformed into a computerized adaptive test (CAT) (section 3.2.)

2.2 psychological interpretation

A question of high importance is how far empirical evidences coming from English-
dominated research can be generalized to other alphabetical orthographies.

thesis ii/1. In (alphabetical) orthographies word reading and decoding performance
generally relate most strongly to individual di�erences of PA in the beginning phase
of reading acquisition. However, PA is a better indicator in deeper orthographies
(section 4.1.).

thesis ii/2. �e dynamics of reading development is qualitatively similar in alphabet-
ical orthographies: although the role of PA as reading indicator declines less rapidly
with increasing grade level if speed is also taken into account, RAN becomes a more
dominant indicator with time (section 4.2.).

In the previous statements PA was supposed to be an autonomous construct. However,
PA might be conceived as part of reading and spelling, and the development of reading
and spelling as the complex development of component processes.

thesis ii/3. Individual di�erences in the development of reading and spelling can be
largely attributed to a general latent ability (or set of abilities) which also underlies
individual di�erences in PA and other cognitive indicators. Resembling the g-factor
of intelligence, there exists a g (=general) factor of reading and spelling, comple-
mented by several speci�c factors.�ese speci�c factors can be separated primarily
along accuracy, speed and RAN variables (section 4.4).

thesis ii/4. �e g-factor of reading primarily impacts the development of orthographic-
phonological recoding, and exerts less in�uence on the development of basic ortho-
graphic processing (section 4.5.).
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3 NEW RESULTS: TEST AND TEST THEORY

3.1 the 3dm-h

All analyses which will be presented and referred to Hungarian, Dutch, and Portuguese
school children were based on data coming from the adaptation process of the 3DM
computerized reading and spelling battery.�e test was developed by Leo Blomert and
Anniek Vaessen (Blomert and Vaessen, 2009); 3DM stands for “Di�erential Diagnosis of
Dyslexia,Maastricht.”�e subtests allow the analysis of the cognitive pro�le of reading and
spelling performance.�e adaptation process of the Hungarian and Portuguese versions
has started in 2006, with the close collaboration between Dénes Tóth and Valéria Csépe
(Hungarian version) and the original developers.�e Hungarian version is expected to
be published in April 2012 (Tóth, Csépe, Vaessen and Blomert, in prep.). From now on
3DM-H refers to the Hungarian version and 3DM will be used for the general test.�e
3DM’s core principles are as follows:

1. �e full battery is computerized: the exposition of instructions and items, the
collection and evaluation of responses, and scoring are conducted by computer.

2. Tasks measure not only reading and spelling performance, but also the level of
most important indicators, such as PA, LS, RAN and verbal short term memory. In
addition the battery contains control tasks (e.g. a simple choice reaction time task).

3. �e same construct can be measured by several subtests (for example naming of
high frequency/low frequency/pseudowords; rapid naming of letters/digits/objects).

4. Except for the memory tasks, speed is always measured (either at the level of items
or blocks).

�e normative sample of 3DM-H consisted 824 pupils from grades 1–4. During the
adaptation of the tasks we followed the original version as closely as possible; even the
linguistic items were chosen to be functionally equivalent to the Dutch items. In item
analysis and ability estimation we tried to exploit more intensively the advantages of
computer delivery and modern test theory. Instead of classical test theoretical methods,
key tasks such as pseudoword reading, spelling and phoneme deletion (PD) were analysed
in the frame of item response theory (IRT), and for two tasks with item-level response time
measurement (spelling and PD) a speci�c hierarchical IRT model developed for parallel
analysis of responses and response times were implemented (see later).�e method for
computing norm scores was also slightly changed by applying a more appealing, modern
technique (GAMLSS, Rigby and Stasinopoulos, 2005).
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3.2 possibilities of response analysis with modern procedures

�e most important methodological novelties of 3DM are that A) it is computerized,
and B) item-level responses and response times are co-measured (for some tasks). In
this section we will present alternative analysis methods which exploit maximally these
advantages, enhancing the functionality of the original test.

3.2.1 Joint modelling of response accuracy and response time

Background and aims

A new approach for psychometric treatment of response times has been recently proposed
by van der Linden (2007).�e suggested hierarchical IRT-model (c-IRT) not only estim-
ates latent speed, but by treating response times as collateral information it also increases
the estimation precision of latent accuracy. Two major assumptions of the model are
that 1) response times are lognormally distributed1, and 2) examinees show task-solving
behaviour throughout the task, that is, their response times do not �uctuate excessively.
�e present investigation had two aims: to �nd an appropriate protocol for pre-processing

response times, and to implement the c-IRT model in the spelling and phoneme deletion
task of the 3DM-H.

Results

distribution In both tasks response times were heavily skewed to the le� so that a
lognormal distribution did not �t well; however, using Box-Cox transformation (Box and
Cox, 1964) with appropriate parameters eliminated the skewness and led to normality.�e
transformation parameters could be estimated by combining a mixed model approach
treating participants as random e�ects and items as �xed e�ects with grid-search strategy:
a parameter pool is set up and the parameter which results in the optimal model log-
likelihood is chosen.

identification of random responding �e identi�cation of randomguessing
starts with treating all data points together. Supplementing the methods commonly cited
in the literature, we estimate a nonlinear model of the probability of correct responses in
the function of response times transformed to approximate normality.�e preliminary
response time limit shall be appointed according to the following criteria: a) steep increase
in the �tted curve, 2) the lower limit of the 95% con�dence interval of the estimated curve
exceeds the level corresponding to random guessing. In the second phase of data-cleansing
a person-level analysis is conducted by the complex visualization of individual responses
(see Figure 3.1).

c-irt model Two-parameter c-IRT models showed the best �t in both tasks.�e
latent speed and accuracy of participants correlated in both tasks (phoneme deletion:
r = 0,57, spelling: r = 0,46).�e item parameters for speed and accuracy correlated only in
the phoneme deletion task; the di�culty and time intensity parameters showed signi�cant

1 Other parametric transformation which results in normal distribution is also possible
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Figure 3.1. Identi�cation of random guessing: complex visualization of individual responses of a
participant (spelling task, original version with 115 items).�e child changed to random
guessing in the second block from initial task-solving strategy.

correlation meaning that ”di�cult” items were di�cult in both senses: more time was
needed to solve the task with lower probability of correct response.
�e c-IRT model clearly amended the reliability of measurement in the shorter task

(phoneme deletion), especially in the external ranges of the ability scale. In addition, some
improvement was also found in the longer spelling task.

3.2.2 �e feasibility of computerized adaptive testing (CAT) with 3DM-H

Background

A test, especially if designed for children showing atypical development, shall be kept
short including as few items as possible, however, the di�culty of items shall cover the
full range of the ability scale. Moreover, exposition of items which are too hard or too
easy for the examinee shall be avoided because their detrimental e�ect on motivation and
attention.�is paradox can be resolved by adaptive test administration: the latent ability
is continuously (online) estimated based on previous responses and the next item to be
presented is the one corresponding to this estimated ability.
�e item selection rule most commonly used is the Fisher information criterion (FI)

which chooses the item that provides the largest information at the estimated ability level.
A well-known drawback of the method is that the exposition probability of the items will
be seriously biased towards high-discriminating items.�e Proportional Method (PP)
propagated by Barrada et al (2010) amends this bias by introducing stochasticity into the
selection process.
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Investigation

We asked the following questions:

1. Is it worth transforming the phoneme deletion and spelling task of the 3DM-H to
CAT format, that is, can we decrease substantially the length of these tasks while
keeping the reliability of latent ability measurement at a high level?

2. If yes, shall we use response times during CAT?

3. Which item selection rule performs better, FI or PP?

In both tasks we ran 2× 2 simulations assuming that children’s responses to test items do
not depend on test format so that their original responses can be re-used for the present
purpose. In the simulations two ability estimation methods (only accuracy or accuracy
supplemented by response times) were paired with two item selection rules (FI and PP).
Whatever item selection rule was chosen, we found correlationswell above 0.90 between

CAT and full-length ability estimates in both tasks. Regarding the estimation of latent
accuracy the c-IRTmodel resulted in higher correlation and lower standard error (SE), but
only for shorter test length. However, it producedmarkedly better results in the estimation
of latent speed, even in terms of external validity (correlation to reading performance).
According to our simulation results the adaptive administration of 13–15 items (phon-

eme deletion task) or of 20–25 items (spelling task) seems practically equivalent to the
original linear tests (consisting of 27 and 50 items, respectively). Because the FI method is
only slightly more accurate, in practice the BA item selection rule should be implemented
due to its e�ectiveness in balancing item exposition probabilities (and because of the
more accurate estimation of latent speed).

Feasibility of 3DM-CAT

An adaptive test has several requirements that the 3DM-H can not easily ful�l, mainly
because of the limited item pool. In its present form the 3DM-CAT could be primarily used
as a short screening test. However, by increasing the item pool, it could be applied as a tool
for intervention monitoring, which is of great importance if diagnostics and intervention
are based on the development potential instead of the discrepancy, as suggested by the
“response to intervention” approach (Fuchs and Fuchs, 2006).

3.2.3 Conclusion

�e 3DM-CAT shows promising potential but in its present form the application of the
adaptive version can be suggested only in low stakes testing. However, the measurement
and complex handling of response times have been proven to be a useful extension of
accuracy-based testing.



4 NEW RESULTS: PSYCHOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION

4.1 the role of orthography in the relation between reading
performance and indicator variables

4.1.1 Research aims and methods

�e international ProRead research project1 aimed at shedding light on the in�uence of
orthographic consistency onto the relation of reading performance and the presumably
universal indicators, by merging databases of research groups representing di�erent
languages. We tested three distinct hypotheses for the role of phoneme awareness: 1) the
strong hypothesis states that PA is the strongest indicator in each orthography, 2) the weak
hypothesis claims that PA is important in each language but its importance varies across
orthographies, and 3) PA is equally important (but not necessarily the most important) in
all orthographies.
A novel feature of the study was the application of a quanti�ed measure of orthographic

transparency (Borgwaldt, Hellwig and de Groot, 2005). Reading performance was meas-
ured by the accuracy and speed of word and pseudoword reading, the indicator variables
covered phoneme deletion, object-RAN, forward digit span, nonverbal IQ and vocabu-
lary.�e sample consisted of Finnish, Hungarian, Dutch, Portuguese and French grade 2
students (N= 1265).

4.1.2 Results and discussion

�e results supported the weak hypothesis: PAwas a strong indicator in each language (but
not necessarily the strongest), and its relation to reading performance was modulated by
orthographic consistency.�us our result strengthens the conclusion drawn from the cross-
linguistic studies in the introduction. In languages with consistent letter-speech sound
associations PA rapidly develops with reading acquisition so that individual di�erences in
PA diminish and become less indicative of reading performance than in languages with
deep orthography.
To our surprise RAN was a weak indicator in each language without a modulator e�ect

of orthographic consistency. �ese results speak against several studies investigating
shallow orthographies, in which RAN was found a much stronger indicator of reading
performance. We hypothesize that some of the cognitive functions measured by RAN in
younger ages do not play a signi�cant role in reading at the start of reading acquisition (at
the time when the focus is on accuracy and not on �uent reading), but later – as �uency
becomes a major aspect of reading performance – these functions explain a large part of
individual di�erences in reading (even a�er controlling for early reading performance).

1 PROREAD: Explaining low literacy levels by pro�ling poor readers and their support; project nr. 2006-
2798/001-001 SO2 61OBGE. E.U.; D.G. Education and Culture: Research Program, SOCRATES Action 6.1.2
and 6.2. Principal investigator: Leo Blomert.
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4.2 the role of orthography and school age in the relation
between reading performance and indicator variables

4.2.1 Background and research aims

Vaessen and Blomert (2010) argued convincingly that the controversial role of PA and
RAN can be partly resolved if the e�ect of school age is explicitly taken into account,
and PA and reading is also measured for speed. In sum, they reported that the grade-
dependent change of the indicator role of PA and RAN varied across item types: the role
of PA was constant in phonological decoding (pseudoword reading) but steeply declined
in frequent word reading.�e indicator strength of RAN increased in all reading subtasks,
but the increase was more intensive in frequent word reading.
�e study of Vaessen and Blomert (2010) and the results of our previously described

investigation naturally lead to the conclusion that both orthographic consistency and
school period in�uence the reading–indicator relations. However, it is not known whether
these two moderators exert an additive or multiplicative e�ect on reading–indicator
relations, that is, whether the e�ects of these factors are dependent or not. To answer this
question we conducted a joint analysis of the impact of orthographic consistency and the
dynamics of development, using the merged normative 3DM-databases on Hungarian,
Dutch and Portuguese students in grade 1–4 (N> 600 in each country).

4.2.2 Results and discussion

�e results were mainly consistent with our hypothesis, meaning 1) in each language RAN
became a stronger indicator of reading (especially for high frequency words) with the
progress of learning period, while PA accuracy and LS showed the opposite tendency, 2) the
e�ect of orthography prevailed in the whole learning period except grade 4.�is pattern
suggests that even if there is some interaction between the e�ects of these two moderator
variables, it is negligible either in statistical or practical aspects.�e results presented in
the previous and present section were clear-cut: even though orthographic consistency
exerts a measurable impact on reading development it does not lead to characteristically
di�erent developmental paths in di�erent languages. Reading is supposed to develop in a
similar manner in all alphabetical languages, but in shallow orthographies the acquisition
of letter-speech sound association and accurate phonological decoding arrives sooner at
a level where the importance of PA in the achievement of mature, �uent and automatised
word-level reading fades.
It is of special interest that PA speed remained a major indicator of (especially pseudo-

word) reading performance until the end of grade 4. PA speed seemed to be a stronger
indicator in consistent orthographies whereas PA accuracy was more related to reading
measures in deep orthographies. A possible reason for this e�ect is that the measure of
PA speed starts to dominate only if speed and e�ciency instead of accuracy get more im-
portant in decoding. Because this happens later in deep orthographies, in those languages
PA speed as an indicator of reading performance comes to the front only from grade 2.
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4.3 the critics of regression models applied in cross-sectional
investigations

4.3.1 �e mismatch between methodology and interpretation

�e regression studies described in the previous sections can be criticized because re-
gression models based on cross-sectional data are seriously restricted in their potential
to support theoretical argumentation. Regression models are traditionally used to make
predictions or analyse the e�ect of experimentally manipulated explanatory variables onto
the dependent variable; the database of the ProRead workgroup did not belong to any of
these categories. If PA and reading are measured concurrently, we can not declare that PA
predicts reading performance nor that a better reading performance is due to the higher
level of PA.�is is why I consistently referred to explanatory variables as indicators and
not as predictors or contributors which expressions were used in the published studies.
Additionally, the interpretation of regression models using real-world data are gen-

erally hindered by the fact that the importance of an explanatory variable can depend
substantially on the inclusion (or exclusion) of other variables.

4.3.2 An alternative approach: the analysis of the system of relations

If one wants to draw theoretical conclusions using cross-sectional data, unfolding the
complex system of relations between and within reading, spelling and indicator variables
can be more fruitful. By putting aside the clear distinction between reading/spelling
and indicator variables, the relation of any two constructs can be seen as sign of shared
processes instead of assuming a directed causal path. Con�rmatory factor analysis (CFA) is
an excellent tool for these types of analyses both frommethodological and interpretational
points of view. CFA is a model-based procedure which measures the �t between data and
the hypothesised latent structure.

4.4 the g factor of reading

4.4.1 Introduction

In an exploratory principal component analysis (not detailed here) we found that the
�rst principal component explained a substantial portion (43,3–49,9%) of the variance
in the main 3DM-variables. Such a marked �rst component resembles the case of the g
factor of intelligence, and accords with the results of behaviour genetic studies of reading
development.

�e analogy of g factor of reading: general intelligence

�e most accepted higher order factor models (Carroll, 1993) of intelligence suggest a
three-level hierarchy with speci�c latent abilities on the �rst level, broader abilities on the
second level (for example learning and memory processes), and at the apex stands the
highly heritable g (general) factor (general intelligence).
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�e British research on intelligence, especially that of Vernon (1950, 1961, cited in
Gustafsson, 2001) agreed with the hierarchical organization of intelligence but did not
assume higher or lower order factors. According to this view, the e�ect of g spreads over
a wide range of manifest variables whereas speci�c factors in�uence only some of them.
�e so-called direct hierarchical model might show a better �t to the data as pointed out
recently (e.g. Gignac, 2008).

Lessons from behaviour genetic studies of reading development

Modern behaviour genetic studies have demonstrated high heritability of reading and
spelling performance, and at least intermediate heritabilities have been obtained for
related indicators (Hart and Petrill, 2009). Even more important, the genetic correla-
tion between the central indicators and reading/spelling measures is also considerable,
meaning phenotypic correlations are signi�cantly determined by common genes.
For example Byrne et al (2008) have recently reported not only high heritability of

and high phenotypic correlations between decoding, spelling and orthographic learning,
but also extremely large genetic correlations between these constructs. In the authors’
interpretation the results point to a reading-speci�c factor of genetic origin which might
be conceptualized as a learning-rate factor. In an other investigation (Byrne et al, 2009) the
genes determining pre-school reading performance were found to be shared by pre-school
phonological awareness, RAN and LK as well. Above these common genetic sources only
RAN-related genes had a unique impact on later reading performance.

4.4.2 �e g-factor model of reading development

Having reviewed the regression, intelligence and genetic studies, the development of word-
level reading and spelling might be better captured – compared to traditional regression
models – by a model assuming one general and some speci�c factors focusing on shared
processing components rather than causality. Based on the analogy of direct hierarchical
models of intelligence we assume that the g of reading directly in�uence the performance
in reading, spelling, and indicator tasks, both in accuracy and speed measurements.
�e g factor of reading is supposed to be manifested mainly in individual di�erences of
phonological processing and decoding skills. Other factors besides the general factor are
special in respect of explaining g-independent variance of only processing speed, accuracy
or RAN.�e g-factor model is hypothesised to be universal with a stable structure of
factors in the �rst few years of reading acquisition.

4.4.3 Research aims and methods

�e present research aimed at testing the g-factor model of reading development using the
3DM-databases. A further goal was to investigate how learning period and orthographic
consistency in�uence the factor loadings of the model.
Figure 4.1. depicts the original structure which the CFA was based on in each language.

To reveal changes related to learning period we ran local analyses with weights based on
individuals’ learning period.
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Figure 4.1. Figures of the hypothesised structure of 3DM variables based on the g-factor model
of reading (large) and a �tted model (Dutch sample, small). Ellipses correspond to
latent factors, rectangles to manifest variables. Straight lines show connections between
latent and manifest variables in the null model, connections represented by dashed
lines were explicitly tested. Connections depicted by dotted lines were only included if
it enhanced the �t signi�cantly (p < 0,01).
Abbreviations: A= accuracy, S = speed, F = �uency.�e identi�cation and discrimina-
tion tasks measure LS.
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order of variables corresponds to the order of the mean factor loadings.
Abbreviations: see Figure 4.1.

4.4.4 Results and discussion

One general plus 5 speci�c factors were identi�ed. �e speci�c factors were dubbed
READING, SPELLING (accuracy), RAN, LS (speed) and MEMORY SPAN according
to the variables with the highest factor loadings. Except for LS (S), each factor loading
di�ered signi�cantly in the three languages, and the dynamics of several loadings were
also in�uenced by orthographic consistency (the dynamics of the g factor is depicted in
Figure 4.2).

g factor

Our results indicate that the g factor covers primarily phonological processing components
related to reading, and according to supplementary analyses it does not equal to general or
verbal intelligence. Adopting the phonological access hypothesis of Ramus and Szenkovits
(2008) this factor might determine the quality of phonological access, and indirectly the
reading performance. An other possibility might be that the components behind the g
factor can be regarded as the learning-rate parameter as described by Byrne et al (2008).
Merging the two hypothesis we suggest that some low-level cognitive abilities of strong
biological origin determine how fast and e�ectively the subsystem of fast, automatic,
phoneme-level access develops in the phonological system, which enables letter-speech
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sound associations and in wider sense orthographic learning. Based on genetic studies
this transformation potential is assumed to be highly heritable, having a strong genetic
origin.

Speci�c factors

�e pattern of speci�c factors showed that the variables are not exclusively separable
along the supposed and to-be-measured constructs (e. g. spelling, LS, etc.) but also along
the axes de�ned by accuracy, speed and RAN. In addition, reading �uency – the most
important variable in our study – can not be fully explained by phonological and spelling
components. �e READING factor strongly in�uenced reading �uency variables but
its relation to other variables was weak or negligible.�is also indicates that there exist
fundamental components in reading �uency which are not included in the g-factor model
(and neither in mainstream models).

�e e�ect of learning period and orthography

Di�erences between languages regarding the most important factor loadings generally
diminished in higher grades. Our results give support to universal fundamental processes
in matured word-level reading at least in alphabetic orthographies, and components
playing a role in the early phase of reading acquisition show large overlap. In the beginning
of reading acquisition the orthography, education and other external factors might hide
the di�erence between the talent of pupils, but because these external e�ects do not result
in qualitatively di�erent reading, personal talent starts to dominate with time.

4.5 the place of orthographic processing in the g-factor model

4.5.1 Motivation

�e g factor of reading was argued to be a general factor of phonological access dominant
in reading. �is interpretation can be criticised because all 3DM-tasks have explicit
phonological component: for example in the spelling task, which is thought to measure
orthographic processing, items are exposed in both visual and auditory modality.
For the generalisability of the g-factor model such tasks would be required which relate

to reading, and in which phonological components play negligible role (or no role at
all). A perfect candidate might be a task in which the identi�cation of letter order is
investigated in a purely visual experimental design.

4.5.2 �e letter transposition e�ect

Almost totally separated from the research on individual di�erences on reading develop-
ment, basic orthographic processing is intensively studied. A robust result in this �eld
is that adult readers are faster and more accurate at encoding letter identity than letter
position (order); this di�erence is dubbed letter transposition e�ect (for a review see
Grainger, 2008). However, less is known about the development of letter position encoding
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and there are hardly any data on how individual performance in these kind of experiments
relates to performance in reading/spelling and indicator tasks.

4.5.3 Research aims and methods

We asked the following questions:

1. Do we get transposition e�ect in a large sample of children and adolescents for any
stimulus type, or does it appear only for words?

2. How does the sensitivity to transposition and substitution change with grades; how
homogeneous is the developmental path for various stimulus types?

3. How does the orthographic sensitivity relate to reading/spelling performance and
to their most important indicators?

We presented not only words but pseudowords, numbers and symbol (Armenian letter)
strings (all of which were derived from words) in a parallel same/di�erent task2 to a
large sample of young and adolescent students (question 1: N = 291, grades 2–4 and 9–10;
question 3: N = 85, grades 2–4).�ereby di�erent levels of orthographic processing could
be separately investigated.

4.5.4 Results and discussion

�e adaptive specialisation hypothesis

Con�rming our expectations, transposition e�ect was found in all stimulus types except
for symbol strings. A notable and previously not documented result was the stimulus-
dependent dynamics of transposition e�ect: for numbers, no signi�cant individual vari-
ability in transposition e�ect was obtained, and therefore no change with grades; the
opposite was true for words and pseudowords. Departing from the inconsistent �ndings
of previous research words and pseudowords showed qualitatively similar (though quant-
itatively di�erent) developmental paths (Figure 4.3). We suggest an adaptive specialisation
hypothesis for the explanation of the results.
According to this hypothesis, the transposition e�ect is not a hard-wired feature of the

orthographic processing system, but the consequence of adaptation of the orthographic
system to the nature of the items and tasks. During reading acquisition children develop
such processing modes by implicit learning of statistical regularities of the language
and the orthography which are optimal from the aspects of constrained resources and
the goal of processing3. Adaptive specialisation plays a role in the acquisition of word-
level orthographic knowledge: letter transposition e�ect was signi�cantly related to word
reading and spelling performance even a�er controlling for pseudoword reading and
letter-sound association (or even for substitution sensitivity).

2 Participants had to decide whether pairs of stimuli containing identical, transposed, substituted or nonre-
lated letters (or digits etc.) are same or di�erent (e.g. kanapé/kapané [=sofa]).

3 Meaning that in languages where the exact encoding of letter position is of great importance due to nature
of the language and the orthography (for example in Hebrew), the di�erence between substitution and
transposition sensitivity will be modest or absent (see Velan and Frost, 2009).
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Figure 4.3.�e development of orthographic sensitivity

Orthographic processing and the g-factor model

Orthographic sensitivity correlated not only with reading and spelling but also with the
performance on nearly all verbal 3DM subtests, which was also re�ected in the results
of the principal component analysis4. Alphanumeric sensitivity measures – especially
substitution sensitivity for words – had relatively high loadings (0.5 or above) on the �rst
principal component (the g factor).
Hence the g factor is responsible for the automatisation of both phonological and or-

thographic access, although orthographic processing is also determined by several other
factors. We assume that the g factor of reading is a specialisation ability that certain brain
areas not devoted to reading-related processing are able to transform in the �rst phase of
reading acquisition in a way which enables the mapping or recoding of orthographic and
phonological information at an elementary level.�is special plasticity of the brain plays
a role not only at the start of reading development but it determines the e�ciency and
dynamics of neural “recycling” (Dehaene and Cohen, 2007) for years depending on lin-
guistic and orthographic characteristics.�e orthographic adaptive specialisation builds
presumably on this key process, but also departs from it: the optimisation of orthographic
processing corresponding to the statistical regularities of the given orthography contains
components which are almost fully independent from phonological processes.

4 We chose principal component analysis instead of CFA for methodological reasons. All verbal subtests of
the 3DM battery was included besides experimental sensitivity-measures.
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conclusion

�e g-factor model is not a simple rede�nition of the mainstream view which posits the
dominant importance of letter-sound association and phonological awareness. According
to our model phoneme awareness is neither a requirement nor a cause of developing
letter-sound associations and reading in the case of appropriate educational background
and typical pre-school development. Phoneme awareness and other relevant phonological
processes for reading develop parallel with reading because they have to a large part the
same (latent) origin. Both of them are also in�uenced by distinct special factors, but
neither do these factors alter the universal validity of the model.
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